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Identity Retention of Multiple Objects under
Extreme Occlusion Scenarios using Feature
Descriptors
Dippal Israni and Hiren Mewada

Abstract— Identity assignment and retention needs multiple
object detection and tracking. It plays a vital role in behavior
analysis and gait recognition. The objective of Multiple Object
Tracking (MOT) is to detect, track and retain identities from an
image sequence. An occlusion is a major resistance in identity
retention. It is a challenging task to handle occlusion while
tracking varying number of person in the complex scene using a
monocular camera. In MOT, occlusion remains a challenging task
in real world applications. This paper uses Gaussian Mixture
Model (GMM) and Hungarian Assignment (HA) for person
detection and tracking. We propose an identity retention
algorithm using Rotation Scale and Translation (RST) invariant
feature descriptors. In addition, a segmentation based optimum
demerge handling algorithm is proposed to retain proper identities
under occlusion. The proposed approach is evaluated on a
standard surveillance dataset sequences and it achieves 97 %
object detection accuracy and 85% tracking accuracy for PETSS2.L1 sequence and 69.7% accuracy as well as 72.3% precision for
Town Centre Sequence.
Index Terms— Occlusion and demerging; Detection and
Tracking; Person tracking; Surveillance video; Identity Retention.

I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple object tracking is the primary step in video sequence
analysis. As an example, player tracking in sports video [1]-[3],
person tracking in surveillance video [4], [5], group of animals
(ants [6], birds [7], fish [8], [9], bats [10]), etc. Other application
includes action recognition [11], pose estimation [12], behavior
analysis [13], human-computer interaction [14], visual
surveillance [15] and virtual reality [16]. Despite of a large
number of algorithms been developed for video analytics, major
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alization and termination of tracklets, occlusion, distortion
and/or similar appearance, interaction amongst multiple
objects, changes in the size of the object.
This paper primarily focuses on pedestrian tracking. Three
main reasons for this selection are: (i) pedestrians are the most
non-rigid objects as they suffer deformations (changing its
appearance along the time. (ii) a lot of practical applications of
pedestrians results in a great commercial potential. (iii) 70% of
research in the field of object tracking is focused on pedestrians
[17].
In computer vision, occlusion defines the effect of one person
blocking another person in the 3D Space from captured view.
L. Yong et al. categorizes occlusion as partial occlusion, full
occlusion, non-occlusion and long term occlusion. Object
tracking is primarily grouped into detection based tracking and
detection free tracking. In former tracking method, the
algorithm detects object and links into trajectories [19], [20]. In
later tracking method manual initialization is done in the first
frame of some fixed objects, and then localizes these objects in
subsequent frames [21]-[23]. Tracking can also be classified as
an online tracking or offline tracking. Online tracking also
known as sequential tracking handles the image sequence in a
stepwise manner [22]-[25]. However, in offline tracking
observation from all the frames are utilized and analyzed to
estimate trajectories [5], [26]-[29].
This paper emphasizes on the usage of detection based
tracking referred to as ‘Tracking-by-Detection’. Further, this
paper uses an online tracking method to extend the existing
trajectories with current observations. This paper contributes a
novel and efficient identity retention method. It proposes a
multiple object demerge handling method that segments
multiple object precisely. The proposed method is evaluated on
standard datasets and it outperforms state of the art trackers.
The rest of this work is organized as follows. A review on
non-rigid MOT for pedestrian video is described in section 2.
The proposed method is described in section 3. Section 4
showcases the performance of the proposed approach on
standard datasets evaluated it by comparing it with other
competitive methods. Section 5 contains a conclusion.
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II. RELATED WORKS
In automated video surveillance applications, there are
several background subtractions algorithms commonly
employed for object detection [30]. Object Detection is mostly
categorized into three parts. (i) classifier-based approach i.e
boosting classifiers [31], deep models [32], Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classifiers [33] and Grammar models [34]. (ii)
Feature based approach i.e Histogram of Gradient (HOG) [35],
co-occurrence features [36], segmentation [37], bag of words
[38], etc. (iii) Articulation handling approaches i.e mixture of
parts [39], pictorial structures [40], Deformable Part based
Models (DPM) [41], etc. D. Hari Hara Santosh et al. proposed
detection method using weighted sum of gaussian component
densities [42].
In tracking by detection paradigm, first objects are detected
in each frame and then associated over time to form trajectories
for each object instance. Several approaches for object
association have been proposed, such as linear programming
[43], energy minimization [44], dynamic programming [45],
hierarchical association [46], finding min-cost flow network
[47], hybrid-boosting [48], Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) [20], binary quadratic programming [49], Conditional
Random Field (CRF) [5], [50], hierarchical Adaptive Boosting
(AdaBoosting) [26], and higher-order graph [51]. 3-level data
association hierarchy was devised that consist of branch
division, candidate assignment detection, candidate target
detection to count the target to target occlusions by
accumulative motion pairing [52]. Association method using
bipartite graph matching and Hungarian algorithm are the most
commonly used methods offering higher efficiency in contrast
to other approaches [53, 54].
A proper choice of the cost function is essential for effective
tracking performance. Zamir et al. [55] and Zhang et al. [56]
used information of appearance via color histograms for
learning cost without actual data. Also, affinity metrics based
methods are used for tracking. A hierarchical approach
proposed by Li et. al. [48] creates trajectories by combining
long increasing tracklets. Bae and Yoon [57] proposed online
affinities learning using Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA).
Alternate online method by training appearance models for
isolated trajectories was proposed by Song et al [58].
The probabilistic formulation that finds the MAP estimate of
the trajectories using a minimum cost network flow was
proposed in [59]. A graph structure that encodes multiple match
events as standard one to one was presented by [27]. However,
these methods require having the complete video sequence in
input which makes it unfeasible for online applications. Particle
Framework based tracking approach was proposed using online
trained instance specific classifier as a graded observation
model [60]. However, it imposes few restrictions by making use
of information from the past. K-shortest path based
optimization method was proposed in [61] that formalizes the
motion of targets along the edges of spatio temporal locations
which reduces difficult estimation problem to a standard linear
programming one. To discriminate the appearances of objects,
Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) based incremental
approach is proposed [57]. Yang et al. [62] handled occlusion
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by segmenting persons according to their foreground
probability templates.
Pedestrian Tracking using integration of asynchronous HOG
detection with KLT tracking and Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo
Data Association (MCM-CDA) was proposed in [35]. A
method using energy minimization was proposed in [44].
However, this method does not effectively track when there are
sudden irregular motions. In tracking to improve data
association S. Pellegrini et al. [50] proposed a method of jointly
estimating pedestrian trajectories using third order CRF.
However, this approach is tested only for short sequences. In
surveillance, trajectories of person movement are essential and
occlusion is an obstruction. To retain a person’s identity,
occlusion as well as demerge should be handled. Also, the
algorithm should have higher tracking accuracy and precision.
This paper uses GMM based background and foreground
extraction method [42] to detect multiple persons. Euclidean
distance based Munkre’s cost function also known as
Hungarian cost assignment [54] is used for association.
A severe limitation is the incapability to model multiple
objects that occlude (merge into a single object) and track them
as a group while retaining optimality. Pertuz et al. [63] used
focus measure operators also known as feature descriptors and
computed the focus level of an image. The focus measures were
divided among six various families known as Gradient based
operators (GRA), Laplacian based operators (LAP), Waveletbased operators (WAV), Statistics based operators (STA),
Discrete Cosine Transform based operators (DCT) and
Miscellaneous operators (MIS). They [63] concluded 36 focus
measure operators having distinct characteristics. These
measures helped to focus the cameras. The same algorithms can
be used as descriptive information to recognize people after
demerging in surveillance sequences. These feature descriptors
are advantageous as less information is needed and there is no
requirement to store each frame. The proposed algorithm also
uses few of the focus measuring operators from these families
to tackle spatially extended and temporally short and long term
occlusions.
III. FEATURE SETS BASED PROPOSED PERSON TRACKING
AND RETENTION ALGORITHM
Most of the existing techniques are able to identify occlusion
but may fail to retain the correct person’s identity due to long
and intense occlusion.

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of the proposed framework

In case of surveillance sequences, velocity and acceleration
of a person’s movement vary nonlinearly. This nonlinearity
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causes identity retention puzzling after occlusion. Therefore,
this section describes an efficient algorithm which is capable to
retain identity under long and intensive occlusion. The basic
steps for multi object detection and tracking are described in
Fig. 1. This includes object detection, identity association,
occlusion detection, demerge detection and identity retention.

B. Person Identity Assignment
The possibilities involved in detection are as follows. Few
persons are new in the current frame, the same person is
available from the previous frame or person is invisible due to
occlusion. Therefore once the cost function is computed, person
identity assignment is done in three categories.

A.

1) First time appearance of a person
If the person is present for the first time, a new identity has
to be assigned. For further analysis, additional details including
age (the count of a person present in the scene), number of
invisible counts (counter of consecutive frames from when the
person got disappeared last) are also used in the proposed
framework.

Person Detection
Detection of person is a pre-requisite step for any tracking
applications. Here, GMM is initialized using 10 frames to detect
foreground [42]. GMM is a parametric probability density
function represented as a weighted sum of Gaussian component
densities. It is computed as,
𝑀

𝑝(𝑥| ⋋) = ∑ 𝜔𝑖, 𝑔(𝑥 | µ𝑖 , 𝛴𝑖 )

(1)

𝑖=1

where 𝑋 is a D-dimensional continuous-valued data vector, ⋋=
{𝜔𝑖 , µ𝑖 , 𝛴𝑖 }, 𝑖 = 1, . . . , 𝑀, 𝜔𝑖 , 𝑖 = 1, … . . , 𝑀, are the mixture
weights, and 𝑔(𝑋|µ𝑖 , ∑ 𝑖), 𝑖 = 1 … . . 𝑀, are the Gaussian
component densities with mean vector µ𝑖 , and covariance
matrix 𝛴𝑖 . GMM processed frame and detected blobs (i.e.
persons) are presented in Fig. 2. To avoid undesirable
noise/blob, morphological operations like opening and closing
are applied using a rectangular structuring element of size [3 3]
for each.

2) Tracking of already present person
Person tracking phase tracks all the persons in each frame as
they change their positions continuously. To continuously
update their positions, the optimal mapping is done for all
observed persons using the Hungarian cost assignment method.
The Hungarian cost algorithm links the process between
identified objects and unidentified objects in two consecutive
frames. This is achieved by finding the extreme solution of the
Euclidean distance in the assignment matrices. The process of
position update is mentioned in equation 3.
Hungarian cost assignment finds the assignment matrix 𝑋 =
[𝑝𝑖𝑗 ] that minimizes the total cost.
𝑋 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔min ∑ 𝑐̅𝑖𝑗 𝑝𝑖𝑗
𝑋

𝑖,𝑗

Subject to:
(3)
∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑗 = 1, ∀𝑗
𝑖

∑ 𝑝𝑖𝑗 = 1, ∀𝑖
𝑗

Fig. 2. Person Detection Process

After performing blob detection, centroids are detected for
each blob. Then, the cost function is computed using the
Euclidian distance between each blob and all other blobs as,
𝑛

𝑑𝑖 = √∑(𝑟𝑖 −𝑟𝑗 )2 + (𝑐𝑖 −𝑐𝑗 )2

(2)

𝑗=1

where, ri, ci are row and column locations of centroids of
detected objects in the current frame, rj, cj are row and column
locations of centroids of detected objects in the previous frame,
di, i=1, …, n is the distance computed between blobs of detected
and current frame and n is a total number of persons (blobs).
Based on this cost function, identities are used to assign to each
blob.

where,𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ {1,2 … 𝑛}, and 𝑝𝑖𝑗 ∈ {0,1}. The output 𝑋 is the
adjacency matrix of the track graph. 𝑐̅𝑖𝑗 represents the
Hungarian cost matrix between tracked and detected objects.
The equations model the no-overlap restrictions.
To avoid false identities due to partial appearance, the
reliability of blob is calculated over a number of frames. This
can lead to many identities for a single person as explained
below in Fig. 3. Once the blob exceeds a defined threshold, the
blob takes shape similar to a person and it can be considered as
a reliable person. In Fig. 3, the area covered by a blob since its
existence till it recovers as the reliable blob is described for a
sequence having resolution 576 * 768. As depicted in Fig. 3, as
blob area (Bounding Box area - Length * Width of the blob) of
the person exceeds 4423 the person takes shape similar to a
person.
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occlusion So(.) and full occlusion f(.). This classification can be
performed using equations 4 and 5.

Mask
𝑆𝑏,𝑖 (𝑥, 𝑦) =

Area

663

3807

4264

4423

5259

min √∑ (𝐴𝑐(𝑗) (𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐴𝑐(𝑖) (𝑥, 𝑦)) , 𝑃𝑉 = 0𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑂𝑀 = 0
{𝑗=1,…𝑁
−,
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

Fig. 3. Person‘s visibility in every frame

Hence, this threshold, in general, can be defined as spatial
resolution (row * column)/100, i.e in figure 3, dataset having
resolution 576*768 the threshold is 4423. Also, when a blob
size exceeds the defined threshold, mark that person as a
reliable person. Also, obtain its properties such as bounding
box, identity, fifteen feature descriptors required to retain
person’s identity after demerge. This threshold value is
optimized based on ten times of minimum blob area for GMM.
This is required as the minimal blob is not sufficient to give
proper features as described in Fig. 3.
3) The person is not present
Two possibilities cause the invisibility of a person. Either
there is no movement of a person in a particular frame or person
is occluded by the other person. GMM is a motion based model
and hence it will not detect a person who has not done any
movement in a particular frame. The latter situation is called as
occlusion. Here the person is present in a scene still it is
invisible as it is occluded by another person (occluder) in the
3D Space from captured view.
C.

Occlusion Detection
As explained in section III-B-3, no movement or occlusion
causes invisibility of the person. The discrimination of these
two conditions is explained as follow.
Begin
For all invisible person
if (occlusion mark is not present) then
estimate most nearest neighbor using
Euclidian distance
if (height or width or both is increased by
threshold) then
Mark nearest neighbor as occluder and
invisible as occluded object
Update position of occluded object with
occluder’s position
end
end

If an object is occluded it will be occluded by its nearest object
which is stated as object permanence [64]. Bounding box
(height/width/both) of nearest neighbor (NN) is estimated in the
proposed method and it is compared with the reliable bounding
box. If NN’s bounding box (height/width/both) is increased by
threshold or more than invisible person, NN is marked as
occluder and the invisible person is marked as occluded. If the
condition is not satisfied it will be considered as no occlusion
i.e no motion. The detected occlusion can be classified as self-

𝑋=
𝑓(𝑧) = {

𝑆𝑏,𝑖 (𝑥)

,𝑌 =

𝑆𝑓𝑏,𝑖 (𝑥)

(4)

(

𝑆𝑏,𝑖 (𝑦)
𝑆𝑓𝑏,𝑖 (𝑦)

𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑑𝑒𝑑, 𝑋 > 0.5 𝑜𝑟 𝑌 > 0.5
𝑁𝑜 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛,
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(5)

Here PV = Person’s visibility in current frame, Ac(i)(x,y) =
i=1, …,M= Centroids of M occluded object, Ac(j)(x,y) j=1, …,N
= Centroids of all M detected persons in current frame. For
every occluded object i minimum value provides the nearest
object. Sb,i (x, y) = Occluder’s Centroid. Sb,i (x), Sb,i (y) =
horizontal (width) and vertical (height) position of centroids of
current frame’s probable occluder, Sfb,,i (x), Sfb,i (y) = horizontal
(width) and vertical (height) position of centroids of reliable
frame, f(z) = marking Occluder and Occluded Objects. OM =
Occlusion Mark. x and y represent horizontal and vertical ratio
between previous centroid and current centroid. If the ratio is
greater than threshold (0.50) then occluder and occluded objects
should be marked. The threshold (0.5) depicts if the ratio of
person’s height or width or both with its reliable height width
or both are increased by half. The condition does not get true
when there is no occlusion and person is not visible in the
current frame.
D. Demerge Detection
Demerge detection is an important task to handle occlusion
and to retain the identity of persons. The demerge detection is
presented in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Demerge Detection

The complete process is explained below.
Begin
For all detected persons
if (person’s occluded mark is true and the
cost difference is less than the threshold)
then
consider both people for identity
retention
else
no demerge
end
𝑥 = [𝐴] − [𝐵] < µ
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𝑓(𝑥) =
𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑, 𝑥 = 1 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑂𝑀 = 1
{
𝑁𝑜 𝐷𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒 , 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(6)

Where [A] = Hungarian cost function of detected object1, [B]
= Hungarian cost function of detected object2, µ = threshold =
60, OM = Occlusion mark of person.
As mentioned in Fig. 4, if a person is not occluded then it can
be verified by computing two minimum cost function. If cost
function of two objects is less than a threshold and it’s occlude
mark is present, it states a particular person is no more occluded
from the current frame. It is considered as demerged as
presented in equation 6. Any value less than 60 can be due to
shadow or incompleteness of blob. Hence, µ = 60 is selected as
the a threshold
E.

Features Verification and Person Identity
Retention
Once the person gets demerged it requires classification. In
this paper, an unsupervised approach is proposed in which
persons feature descriptors are preserved once it gets reliable.
To retain person identity, features of the occluder and occluded
person are required to be computed. The feature descriptors are
used to retain an identity as there are numerous advantages to
it. The selected features are Rotation, Scaling and Translation
(RST) invariant, no apriori training is required, requires very
few computations and no high storage of features required.
Various feature descriptors are proposed for Shape for Focus
(SFF) [63]. These SFF descriptors are a mixture of Gradient
based operators (GRA), Laplacian based operators (LAP),
Wavelet based operators (WAV), DCT based operators (DCT),
Statistics based operators (STA) as well as Miscellaneous
operators (MIS) [63]. This can be used as information
description of an object for recognition at demerge. Fifteen
feature descriptors obtained from above operators are selected
for preserving information of reliable persons. These measures
are selected based on their importance and each having distinct
descriptive property. The fifteen features are collected amongst
all six families.
TABLE I
LIST OF USED FEATURE DESCRIPTORS

MIS1-Absoulte
Central Moment

GRA1 - Gaussian
derivative

MIS7 - Steerable
filters

MIS2-Brenner’s
measure

STA4 - Graylevel
local variance

MIS8 - Spatial
frequency

STA5 - Normalized GRA2 – Gradient
gray-level variance Energy

GRA6 – Tenengrad

CURV –
Curvature

Image

DCT1 – Threshold
absolute gradient

MIS5 - Hemli and MIS9 - Vollath's
Scherer’s mean
correlation
LAP1 – Energy of
Laplacian

WAV1 - Sum of
Wavelet coeffs

Compute
features of both
persons

Match with the
reliable computed
features

Assign Person
Identity based on
maximum feature
matching

Fig. 5. Feature verification and person identity retention

Fig. 6. Feature comparisons with reliable Person

These feature values of the occluder and occluded persons
are compared with occluder and occluded features of a reliable
person. The features of a person having higher similarity will
retain the identity. The flow of feature comparison and person
identity retention is mentioned in Fig. 5. Feature comparison for
a reliable person is shown in Fig. 6,
15

15

𝑠𝑢𝑚1 = ∑[𝑓𝑑1 (𝑖)−𝑓𝑟1 (𝑖)] + ∑[𝑓𝑑2 (𝑖)−𝑓𝑟2 (𝑖)]
𝑖=1
15

𝑖=1
15

𝑠𝑢𝑚2 = ∑[𝑓𝑑1 (𝑖)−𝑓𝑟2 (𝑖)] + ∑[𝑓𝑑2 (𝑖)−𝑓𝑟1 (𝑖)]
𝑖=1

𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑓𝑑1 = 𝑃1, 𝑓𝑑2 = 𝑃2 ,
={
𝑓𝑑1 = 𝑃2, 𝑓𝑑2 = 𝑃1 ,

(7)

𝑖=1

𝑠𝑢𝑚1 < 𝑠𝑢𝑚2
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

where fd1(i) = Person 1’s feature set in detected frame, fr1(i) =
Person 1’s feature set in reliable frame, fd2(i) = Person 2’s
feature set in detected frame, fr2(i) = Person 2’s feature set in
reliable frame. P1 and P2 are person’s identity in the current
frame.
To retain identity, fifteen feature descriptors of demerged
person are compared with the preserved reliable feature
descriptors of the demerged object and with reliable feature
descriptors of another object. If the difference is less for
person’s position and its feature sets then the same identity is
retained else identities are swapped.
F. Features Verification and Person Identity Retention for
Multiple Objects
This paper also proposes a unique solution for demerging of
multiple people from occlusion area having multiple object.
This approach includes detection of a total number of objects
demerged and to provide identity to all objects. Fig. 7. depicts
occlusion scenarios for a single object as well as multiple
objects. For multiple objects, the possible scenarios are i) One
person gets occluded with two already occluded. ii) Two
persons get occluded with 2 other occluded people. iii) Multiple
people get occluded by multiple people. The description of all
three scenarios can be visualized in Fig. 7.
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Single Occlusion

Multi Occlusion

1+1

2+1

2+2

*+*

Frame:127

Frame:97

Frame:66

Frame:337

Frame:130

Frame:100

Frame:72

Frame:349
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Before Occlusion

After Occlusion

Fig. 7. Frames containing single occlusion vs multi occlusion

The process of person demerging splits the blob of occluded
objects in two blobs. To classify objects in both blob it is
important to compute number of persons in a blob and segment
that blob into number of computed persons. Hence in the
proposed method, the blob having smaller area is used to
identify the number of objects and classify those objects into
their corresponding identities. The second blob contains
remaining identities. The smaller area is chosen as smaller blob
will contain less persons in it and it reduces computation time.
Let, total number of objects in small demerged area is n and
it can be calculated as:
𝐴𝑅1
𝑛=(
) 𝑇𝑂𝐵
𝐴𝑅1 + 𝐴𝑅2

(8)

where, TOB = total occluded objects before demerge, AR1 =
small demerged area, AR2 = other demerged area.
Once demerge is detected, a number of people demerging are
computed. If a number of people demerged is 1 out of multiple
objects, the same methodology as depicted in section E is
repeated. In another case, when multiple objects are demerged
blob of each person is required for the classification which is as
computed below.
For detecting persons in a blob for classification
[𝑟 𝑐] = 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎)

𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝑆𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑥 = √
𝑛

(10)

Here, n is a total number of objects demerged as computed in
equation 8.
The ratio will estimate the possible area occupied by each
person.
𝑠𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑥 𝑠𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑥

𝐴 = ∀𝑠𝑜𝑏𝑏𝑜𝑥∈𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 ( ∑
𝑖=1

∑ 𝑏𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑖,𝑗 )

(11)

𝑖=0

Here, A is area estimation of a single object. Sobbox is the
estimated size of the object that lies in the demerged blob.
𝑀1
= max{𝐴𝑖𝑗 , 𝐴𝑖𝑗+1 , 𝐴𝑖𝑗+2 , … , 𝐴𝑖+1𝑗,𝐴𝑖+1𝑗+1 , … , 𝐴𝑟𝑐 }

(12)

Here, M1 indicates maximum blob density in a demerged
area.
A maximum possible blob is selected from all segments of
blobarea of size A. Similarly, from remaining segments, all
other segments having maximum area are selected upto n (total
persons) segments.
𝑛

(9)

Here blob area represents small demerged Area AR1, r and c
indicate row and column of blob area respectively. This is
estimated by computing total rows and columns a blob covers.

𝑀2..𝑛 = ∑ max{𝐴 \ ⋃ 𝑀1:𝑖−1 }

(13)

𝑖=2

Here, M2..n depicts all blobs up to total objects n based on
blob density. Once number of objects in a blob area is
computed, the next step is to classify all objects in that blob. In
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this paper to identify positions of objects in a blob, row and
column of bob area is estimated. Also, blob area is divided by
total number of persons computed to estimate area of each
person. For every estimated area person is classified using
feature descriptors.
IV. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated on a
public dataset PETS2009-S2L1 [65]. This dataset contains eight
videos with various challenging conditions like illumination
variation and occlusions. From a social behavior point of view,
this dataset is very challenging. This is because the subjects
often change direction, form a group and split frequently.
Sequences of View 001 having 795 frames are selected for
processing. The videos are selected based on ground truth
observation of a higher number of occlusion activities. The
video carries a frame rate of 25 frames per second and
resolution of 576*768.
The graph in Fig. 8. depicts the number of objects in ground
truth vs Hypothesis (detected objects by the proposed
algorithm) for the frames from 1 to 795. The minimum blob
area for considering a blob as an object is set to resolution (row
* column)/1000. It depicts that the number of objects in the
hypothesis is almost leveled off with that in ground truth.

GMM based object detection requires 10 frames for
initialization and hence the accuracy has very slow growth in
the first few frames. After a few frames, the object detection
accuracy rose sharply and for the rest of the frames, it can be
seen that the algorithm has very high accuracy. The average
object detection accuracy for the complete sequence is 97.32%.
Regarding the evaluation metrics, we adopted the most
widely accepted classification of events, activities, and
relationships Multi Object Tracking (CLEAR MOT) [66] [67]
parameters. CLEAR MOT defined several values:
Multi-object tracking accuracy (MOTA) combines all error
types [FP, false negatives/missing detections (FN) and identity
mismatch] – the higher the better,
MOTA = 1 −

∑t(𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑡 + 𝑓𝑝𝑡 + 𝑚𝑡 )
∑t g t

(15)

̅̅̅̅̅
where, 𝑚𝑚𝑒
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅,
̅̅̅̅𝑡 are the ratio of mismatches, the ratio
𝑡 𝑓𝑝𝑡 and 𝑚
of false positives, the ratio of misses respectively for time t and
gt is ground truth for all events. These parameters are as derived
below:
Ratio of mismatches:
𝑚𝑚𝑒
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅𝑡 =
Ratio of false positives:
̅̅̅̅̅
𝑓𝑝𝑡 =

∑𝑡 𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑡
∑𝑡 𝑔𝑡

(16)

∑𝑡 𝑓𝑝𝑡
∑𝑡 𝑔𝑡

(17)

Ratio of misses:
(18)
𝑚𝑡 =
̅̅̅̅

Fig. 8. Object Detection in all frames (GT vs Hyp)

∑𝑡 𝑚 𝑡
∑𝑡 𝑔𝑡

The object detection accuracy is calculated using below
equation 14,
2𝑇𝑃

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 = (𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃)+(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁)

(14)

where, TP is one that detects the object when the object is
present, FP is one that does detects the object when the object
is absent, FN is one that does not detect the object when the
object is present. Obtained person detection accuracy is
presented in Fig. 9.

Multi Object Tracking Precision (MOTP) measures the
normalized distance between tracker output and GT location
i.e. the precision in the bounding box (or center of gravity)
localization – the higher the better. It is a total error in
estimated position for matched object-hypothesis pairs over all
frames, averaged by the total number of matches made. It
depicts the capability of the tracker to evaluate accurate object
position,
𝑀𝑂𝑇𝑃 =

Fig. 9. Object Detection Accuracy

∑𝑖,𝑡 𝑑𝑡𝑖
∑𝑡 𝑐𝑡

(19)

where, dit is the distance between the object i and its
corresponding hypothesis and ct is the number of matches found
for time t. MOTP thereby gives the average overlap between all
correctly matched hypotheses and their respective objects.
Identity Switches (IDs) is the total number of identity switches
throughout the sequence.
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Reliable person (a)
Before (frame 127)

Occlusion (frame 130)

2 Person Occlusion (b)
Occlusion (frame 148)
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After (frame 133)

1 person demerge (frame 157)

Demerge (frame 160)

Multi Person Occlusion (c)
Fig. 10. Tracking result on PETS2009-S2L1. First rows (a) refer to PETS2009-S2L1 reliable persons, whose features are stored, whereas the last row refers to two
person occlusion (b) as well as multi person occlusion (c) of same sequence.

The proposed approach is tested for two persons as well as
for multi person occlusion scenario. Fig. 10 present occlusion
detection and identity retention over possible scenarios
presented in section 3.7. Fig. 10(a) represents identity
assignment to each detected person. Fig. 10(b) depicts a
scenario of frame 127 in which two people are about to occlude.
In frame 130 they get occluded and corresponding demerge with
identity retention occurs in frame 133. Similarly, Fig. 10(c)
presents multi person scenario in frame 148 in which three
people are occluded. In frame 157, one person is demerged and

retains its identity. Finally in frame 160, other two people are
also demerged and they get their original identity.
The proposed approach is compared with state of the art
algorithms [59], [61], [27], [60], [62], [57]. Based on the results
in Table II, it can be depicted that the proposed
approach outperforms existing algorithms in benchmark dataset
(PETS2009-S2L1). The proposed approach is computed online,
having a monocular camera. The proposed approach has higher
MOTA. Identity switches are least and MOTP is negotiable in
comparison to the described methods.

TABLE II
TRACKING RESULTS ON PETS2009-S2L1 SEQUENCE

Method
Leal-Taixe et al., 2011 [59]

MOTA
67.00%

MOTP
53.40%

IDS
-

Type
Offline

Camera
Multi

Real Time
NO

Berclaz et al., 2011 [61]

73.20%

60.30%

28

Offline

Multi

NO

Henriques et al., 2011 [27]

83.30%

10

Offline

Mono

NO

Breitenstein et al., 2011 [60]

74.50%

71.10%
56.30%

-

Online

Mono

NO

Yang et al., 2009 [62]

75.90%

53.80%

-

Online

Mono

NO

Bae et al., 2014 [57]

83.00%

69.60%

4

Online

Multi

Proposed

85%

70.70%

2

Online

Mono

YES
NO
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Result Analysis
MOTA

75,9
53,8

83,3
71,1

73,2
60,3

67
53,4

MOTP

IDS

85
68,7

83
69,6

79,7
56,3

28
10

#N/A

4

2

[Yang et al. [Leal-Taize et [Berclaz et al. [Henriques et [Breitenstein
2009]
al. 2011]
2011]
al. 2011]
et al. 2011]

[Bae et al.
2014]

Proposed

#N/A

#N/A

Fig. 11. Analysis of tracking accuracy

Result Analysis
MOTA
80,40%
64,90%

71,50%
65,70%

[Benfold et al.,
2011]

[Zhang et al.,
2008]

70,70%
63,40%

MOTP
70,90%
63,30%

71,50%
67,30%

[Pelligrini et al., [Yamaguchi et [Leal-Taixe et al.,
2010]
al., 2011]
2011]

Fig. 12. Analysis of tracking accuracy Town Center Dataset

TABLE III
TRACKING RESULTS ON TOWN CENTRE DATASET

Method

MOTA

MOTP

Benfold et al., 2011 [35]

64.9%

80.4%

Zhang et al., 2008 [56]

65.7%

71.5%

Pelligrini et al., 2010 [50]

63.4%

70.7%

Yamaguchi et al., 2011 [44]

63.3%

70.9%

Leal-Taixe et al., 2011 [59]

67.3%

71.5%

Proposed

69.7%

72.3%

72,30%
69,70%

Proposed
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The corresponding graph is presented in Fig. 11. It can be
clearly seen that the proposed algorithm outperforms for
measures such as MOTA, IDS in online condition for Mono
camera. For measures such as MOTP, the proposed approach
declines steadily still the difference is moderate. Table III and
Fig.12. depicts the promising outcome of the proposed
approach on Town Center dataset also.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed the algorithm to retain the identification
of the persons under long term occlusion. The major limitation
of tracking is to retain the identities of persons when they have
similar characteristics like same colors, shape and size. Mixed
features based classification proposed in this paper retains
identity and has higher MOTA, negotiable MOTP and lower
identity switches in contrast to state of the art research papers.
The proposed model also includes person assignments;
demerge detection along with identity retention for two as well
as multi person occlusion scenarios. The experimental results
show that the proposed method is efficient to tackle short and
long term occlusion and self-occlusion with proper retention of
a person’s identity. This work can be extended in future to
understand the trajectory of persons as well as behavior analysis
in surveillance sequences. Also, this algorithm can be enhanced
to track the identity of person even after a person completely
moves away from the camera and comes back.
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